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Amberly's Answers: What's the Role Politics Play on Campus?

By: Amberly Lerner

Ryan’s Question: What’s the role politics play on campus? Are there ever situations where it becomes a taboo topic, or is it always something that people are expressive about? Amberly’s Answer: Colleges do appear to be the most political sphere in our society, don’t they? With protests scattered throughout the week and speakers frequently coming to campus to give lectures on all sorts of topics, college provides numerous attitudes for one to “get political.” That being said, I have to say that everything is political. Politics affect everything from our views of the world, to our... Continue Reading
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Anastasia is a driven Honors student majoring in Management with a focus on Entrepreneurship and Innovation Management at the Isenberg School of Management. She was born and raised in Germany and moved to the U.S. five years ago. Currently, she is a junior and works at the Learning Resource Center. After graduating with her BBA, she is planning on completing her MBA as well. One of her biggest passions is traveling. A while back she took a year off and traveled on her own to Singapore, Australia, New Zealand, and the west and east coast of the US to learn more about other cultures and widen her horizon. Check out her Instagram account “TravelTenderness” to see her beautiful travel photography. Anastasia enjoys being in nature and uses her free time to go on adventures to explore more of the area. On a typical Sunday, she cuddles her cat “Alibi,” and watches too many TED talks.
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Marie is a junior in Commonwealth Honors College studying political science and legal studies. She is an Assistant News Editor for the Massachusetts Daily Collegian where she enjoys covering stories on state and local politics. She also enjoys working on community service projects with the Political Science Honors Society Pi Sigma Alpha. Outside of the University, Marie has worked as an intern for the Massachusetts Attorney General's Office. After graduation, she plans to obtain her J.D. and use her legal expertise to make the judicial system more accessible and equitable for people regardless of income, gender, or race. When she’s not out looking for her next story, Marie spends as much time as she can reading on the beach back home.
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Fundamentals of Marketing, and Vice President of Marketing at the Isenberg Undergraduate Consulting Group. During her free time, Emily likes to drink tea and catch up on the latest episodes of Scandal, Downton Abbey, or Big Bang Theory. She also loves to craft and go on spontaneous adventures with friends. Feel free to contact her with any questions regarding a student’s perspective of CHC and UMass.
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Matthew has only a vague idea of what he wants to do with his life. He is pursuing English and an interdisciplinary examination of western laws and ethics because those are the subjects that he loves. His end-game is to become a novelist and in the meantime writes short stories for whoever will read them and is working on his first book. His fiction has appeared in “Down In The Dirt,” “The Quick Brown Fox,” and “The Bowsprit.” A voracious learner, Matt wishes to experience everything from academia to traveling and various jobs in order to become a more balanced and worldly person. What he misses most from home and what he thinks about every day is his dog, Thurber. His parents are probably somewhere in hiss mind too, but he’s not too sure.
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Emily is a Communications Assistant and member of the Commonwealth Honors College with an anticipated graduation in 2016. She is studying History and Digital Humanities through BDIC program. During her time at UMass Amherst, she has served as a research assistant within the UMass History department, participated in Team Mead, and interned at UMass Press, all the while exploring her interest in public history. Outside of the university, Emily has also interned for the Rhode Island Historical Society and the New Bedford Whaling Museum. In her spare time, Emily enjoys visiting museums large and small, as well as conquering her ever-growing to-read list.
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